Classic Class Tractor Pull Rules
Friday, June 22, 4:00 p.m.
John Deere Only - Up to 1973

Fun Pull - $15 per hook. You must display / show in order to pull.
1. Any tractor or puller found to be unsafe or
illegal might be disqualified or barred from
hooking. No alcoholic beverages will be
permitted.
2. Drivers must stay on the seat of the tractor
at all times.
3. Any part falling off the tractor after being
hooked, and until the tractor is unhooked,
will result in disqualification.
4. When starting engines, operator must be
in the seat. Starting engines while standing
on the ground is prohibited, except for hand
crank engines.
5. Unattended tractors with the engines
running are prohibited. These rules apply to
the pit area, staging area, track area, and
ALL show ground areas.
6. Age - Those under 18 years of age must
have a written parental/guardian permission.
7. Two hooks per class. One trophy per tractor.
8. Entry - A tractor cannot be entered in
classes below its manufactured shipping
weight.
9. Speed - Any gear, not to exceed 2.5 MPH.
10. Speed exceeding the limit and sounding the
horn 3 times will result in disqualification for
that hook. A driver may stop once before the
50-foot cone and allowed a restart.
11. Weights - Weights of a bolt-on type to
either the front or the back wheels only.
Factory Front’s are allowed if they are made
for that tractor.
12. Stock plus 10% RPM. Distributors can be
used on Antique tractor.

13. Hitches - Maximum 18” height. Hitches
must be as from factory – unaltered for
that specific tractor. Operator must furnish
a clevis with a minimum opening of 2.5
inches. Hitch measured at hook point of
clevis. All tractors must pull from an original
draw bar hooked to the original belly hook
point.
14. Safety - The front wheels of the tractor are
not to exceed 16 inches (or be declared
unsafe by the flagman) off the ground during
a pull.
15. Kill Switches - Will be mandatory in 2019.
At 2018 pull, we will have some temporary
switches available to use. If you are a puller,
please put your own on.
16. Appearance - Tractors must maintain
original stock appearance. No homemade
rear end / PTO covers allowed.
17. Tires - No alterations permitted. 15.5 x 38 –
18.4 x 38 – 7500# and 8500# class.
18. Exhibition Puller - Any show participant
who has a pure stock tractor that does not
comply with the rules or does not have
enough tractors to qualify in weight class
may pull Exhibition. Paid entry fee required.
Tractor cannot place in a class. Exhibition
tractors will be the last pullers in the class.
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Open Class – up to 10,000#

For more information or questions, please contact:
David Howman 330-466-0197 or Duane Howman 740-707-9613

5000#

Div. II Tractor Pull Rules
Friday, June 22, 4:00 p.m.
John Deere Only - Up to 1973

$15 per hook. You must display / show in order to pull.
1. Maximum tire size 15.5 inches, 7500#
18.4 x 38 inches.
2. Cut tires permitted in all classes.
3. No RPM limit (unchecked).
4. Maximum 4.0 MPH with speedometer on sled.
5. Stationary draw bar 18 inch height maximum,
18 inch back from center of rear wheel 		
minimum.
6. Kill switches are mandatory. Wheelie bars are
recommended.
7. Speed exceeding the limit and sounding the
horn 3 times will result in disqualification for
that hook. A driver may stop once before the
50 ft. cone and allowed a restart.
8. Safety - The front wheels of the tractor are
not allowed to exceed 16 inches (or be 		
declared unsafe by the flagman) off the 		
ground during a pull.
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Weight Class Pulling Order
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15.

Open Class

• Line-up is in order of sign-up.
• If you are not in line when you are called,
you will pull last in class.

For more information or questions, please contact:
Dave Howman 330-466-0197 or Duane Howman 740-707-9613

“Left, NOT Right!” Garden Tractor Competition
Saturday, June 23, 9:30 - 10:30 a.m.

Have you always wanted to tell that tractor man where to go? Here’s your opportunity! Grab
your tractor man and participate in this light-hearted garden tractor competition. Guide your blindfolded, tractor-driving man through an obstacle course with no verbal communication. Pre-register
for this event by Friday, June 22 at 6:00 p.m. at the Lawn & Garden Headquarters, Building #13.
Competition will be held on the Pulling Track in front of the Grandstand. Limited to 25 participants.
Visitors are welcome to cheer the participants on from the Grandstand seating.
For more information, contact Derek Snider at 567-674-5592.

